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” From fundamental rights to reality” 

 

Irina Frentiu, teacher for primary,  

“Avram Iancu” Gymnasium, Romania 

 

 Global Campaign for Education is an annual event implemented worldwide by a 

NGO-s network, professional unions and non-formal groups of citizens. We can say that the 

pro education campaign is a movement implemented by civil society with the goal of 

combating global crisis in the educational field. Movement’s mission is to encourage 

governments’ measures to ensure the universal right to high quality, free, public educational 

services.   

        This year’s edition motto is: „Inclusive, public, high quality, free educational services- 

from fundamental rights to reality”, aiming to mobilize public opinion towards reaching the 

target of the fourth objective for sustainable development: „ offering inclusive, fair 

educational services for every person”.  

 The year 2020 is very important for education. Also for the Global pro Education 

Campaign, the year is important, the movement reaching its 22-th anniversary.  

 Starting from Romania national context, the goals we follow during this year’s edition 

are: decision’s factors and general public’s awareness regarding educational risks for large 

categories of Romanian children; promoting effective measures that ensure fair educational 

access; encouraging and facilitating students’ involvement into decisions process that regards 

good quality educational services for every child in Romania. 

 According to the partnership between “Save the children” NGO and Romanian 

Ministry of Education, Romanian schools help the implementation of Global Campaign for 

Education’s activities. 

          Between 7th to 13 th of December 2020, as a teacher for primary, I joined with 4
th

 C 

grade in the campaign’s activities dedicated to the education’s important role in a person’s 

life. Starting from this premise, together with my students, we identified some difficulties: a 

lot of children can’t benefit from the right of education, one from 10 children does not go to 

school, a lot of children abandon school, there are differences between students from different 

environments, special needs children’s discrimination. 

 I am glad to say that during this week, even in difficult pandemic learning challenges, 

my students could understand the fundamental role of education. They identified sensitive 

issues regarding students in their age range are facing and they formulated some viable 

sollutions against the global crisys in educational field. 

 The campaign’s activities that I proposed, had an important emotional impact on my 

students. They were anctious to give their messages to the authorities using drawings, 

collages,  letters or pettitions.  

        

Campaign’s description  

4-th grade C 
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 Project title:”From the fundamental right of education to reality” 

 Project aim:  

 Public awareness about the right to a free, good quality, incluzive education. 

 Sending a signal towards public authorities, regarding measures necessary for 

transforming the legal right to education into a realistic measure.   

 Campaign’s objectives: 

 General public  and decisions’ factors awareness regarding educational risks 

generated by health crisys Covid-19 with accent on the need of taking urgent 

measures to handle the impact on vulnerable children. 

 Students’ encouragement to identify problems generated by health crisys in 

educational field and to find sollutions. 

 Sending a mesage towards Romanian members of the parliament and 

government, regarding educational community’s of students, teachers and 

parents’ priorities regarding the right to education. 

 Target group: 4-th grade C students 

 Expected results: 

 students’ awareness on the role of fundamental right to education; 

 underlining the importance of cooperation and acceptance in educational 

community; 

 changing public mentality, regarding the discrimination of special need or 

vulnerable students. 

 Materials: 

 drawings, collages, 

 letters, 

 essays, 

 public pettitions. 

 Working period: 7-th – 13-th of  December 2020 

 Evaluation:  

 Students works exhibition into the classroom, 

 Promoting te campaign on school’s website. 

Open letter from a student: 
13-th December 2020, Dej 

Your Excellency, Mr. President, 

 Ladies and gentleman ministers from Romanian Government 

 
I am writing because I want to ask you some things regarding the right to education and equal 

chances to all children. 

From my point of view, all children have the right to education, but not all of them have the 
possibility to exercise this right. We all know that some people are facing severe poverty, some 

parents do not have the possibility to send their children to school because of insulation, health 

problems, or children’s special needs. Child abandon and child lack of support from adults are also 
problems. 
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I consider that you as Romanian state representatives should help these situations. How to do 

that? Well, as you consider suitable in every situation. I want to make some suggestions: give them 

school supplies, clothes, food, free transportation and in special needs situation, specialized care and 
attention to ensure their success and to facilitate their studies. 

Considering that my voice will be heard and you will take actions necessaries for a more 

effective, equal, plesant education that overcomes all the difficulties, I want to thank you on behalf of 
the future Romania. 

         Sincerly,   

Pop Georgiana-Dariana, student in IV C grade, 

 „Avram Iancu” Gymnasium, Dej, Romania 
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